STATEMENT from ASMI
Regarding the ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT

The Arizona State Mine Inspector (ASMI) office has scanned the main pertinent pieces of the Rosemont Copper Project’s Reclamation Plan for Public Viewing

Some of the document is online at the ASMI Website:  www.asmi.az.gov
Under Reclamation @ Hardrock
Also statutes and rules are available at this site

The entire Reclamation Plan for Rosemont can be viewed at the ASMI offices at:

1700 West Washington Street, Suite 403   Phoenix, AZ  85007   602 542-5971

Also at the following location in Tucson:

Arizona Geological Survey
416 W. Congress, #100
Tucson, AZ  85701
520-209-4121

Any requested documents for print will be available at a cost from either agency
(Please see the ASMI website for a form for printing any documents and costs will be quoted when submittal of the form is reviewed)